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Abstract—The data transferred between the source and destination is to build communication and share information.
Information can be in any form (text, audio, video, image etc). In this project the multimedia data transferred are in the
form of videos. Everything on internet are in the form of packets. A strategy of pattern matching has been utilized to
monitor the source and destination content for its originality based on the water marking security concepts. The
monitoring system has been designed with leakage analyzer for checking the intrusion or leakage of packets between the
transfers of source to destination. A security based packet tracing has been designed and the performance of the
monitoring system has been visualized graphically. The leakage of video that is redistribution of videos by the authorized
users can be prevented by comparing different length videos, the relationship between the length of videos to be compared
and their similarities. Based on this the threshold is determined to find accurate leakage. Everything is done within the
trusted networks approved by the profiler.
IndexTerms—Watermarking,Trusted networks
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
I. INTRODUCTION
The network security monitor provides the content leakage detection method for the content that are transferred in the
trusted network . The content can be data like text, image, audio, video and this method focus on video content. The
watermarking technique which is collusion resistant is used for providing the authentication signatures for the content sent in the
trusted network. For the leakage detection the novel content leakage detection method that includes the pattern generation and
pattern matching algorithms are used. The video streaming may buffer in congestion rich network to avoid buffering the cache to
store the streaming video is implemented.
The illegal redistribution of streaming content by an authorized user to external networks is avoided The existing
proposals monitor information obtained at different nodes in the middle of the streaming path. The retrieved information is used
to generate traffic patterns which appear as unique waveform per content just like a fingerprint. The generation of traffic pattern
does not require any information on the packet header and it preserves the user’s privacy. Leakage detection is then performed by
comparing the generated traffic patterns.
The existence of videos of different length in the network environment causes a considerable degradation in the leakage
detection performance. Developing an innovative leakage detection method robust to the variation of video length is required. By
comparing different length videos a relationship between the length of videos to be compared and their similarity is determined.
Based on this relationship, the decision threshold enabling accurate leakage detection even in an environment with different
length videos is determined.
The conventional systems maintain a high detection accuracy while coping with some of the traffic variation in the
network (e.g., network delay and packet loss). Their detection performance substantially degrades owing to the significant
variation of video lengths. A novel content-leakage detection scheme that is robust to the variation of the video length is proposed
to overcome the degradation by comparing videos of different lengths, a relation between the length of videos to be compared and
the similarity between the compared videos are generated. Therefore, the detection performance of the proposed scheme even in
an environment subjected to variation in length of video is enhanced. Through a test bed experiment, the effectiveness of our
proposed scheme is evaluated in terms of variation of video length, delay variation and packet loss.
Sender is an administrator, who sends the content with watermarking information. To enhance the process, a monitoring
system is used to detect the content leakage and intrusion .Once monitored the content leakage and intrusion in an application that
is transferred as packet there is retransmission until no intrusion or defect in content. It checks the originality of the content after
packet transferred from a monitoring system not only the original content also with watermarked content. Monitoring system
analyze the originality of the content and it is time consuming while transferring packets. These contents along with watermarked
source send to the receiver through monitored system only.
Initially the inputs from the user will be fetched and stored in the database for the standard for sending the data’s from
the source to the destination. The sender will be sending the packets of data’s of information. Every data from the source is sent
via packets to reach the destination of the receiver. The loss of packets will be checked and evaluated based on the sent data’s of
packets transfer. If the data’s are lost during packet transfer then obviously , there will be an intruder changing the content in the
data packets. Information has been leaked or changed by the intruder or because of any other reasons will be checked in the
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information leakage check module. In information leakage check module, packets will be checked on the traversal of source to
destination of the specified users accordingly
The packet Monitoring will be emphasized with the checking up of the data loss during the packet transfer from the
sender side to the client side data exchange (Real time example of our project is “Video streaming of Data “ (YouTube buffering
delay concepts ). The overall performance of our system will be checked and evaluated in the performance evaluation module
based on the original packet data transfer from the user to the receiver of the traffic network scenario.
In addition to the web monitor for leakage detection and analysis of the video streaming without allowing the approved
users to redistribute the video content outside the trusted networks the watermarking technique along with the video content to
embed the signature of the sender or the secret information to the approved users of the trusted network. In addition to this
payment features to this can also be added and to improve the performance of the video streaming analysis can be improved.
Sender is an administrator, who sends the content with watermarking information. To enhance the process, a monitoring
system is used to detect the content leakage and intrusion .Once monitored the content leakage and intrusion in an application that
is transferred as packet there is retransmission until no intrusion or defect in content. It checks the originality of the content after
packet transferred from a monitoring system not only the original content also with watermarked content. Monitoring system
analyze the originality of the content and it is time consuming while transferring packets. These contents along with watermarked
source send to the receiver through monitored system only.
Online payment for the registration will be typical to implement in web monitoring system within the trusted networks
hence the DD number taken by the user to be approved can be entered in case of paid users. The concept of paid users are
implemented because the free users may not be reliable. In case of the organisation usage the free users are considered.


II SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1.1 Web Monitor
WEB MONITOR
The
functional
systems
used
to
implement the web
monitor are:
1. User Detail
2. Packet
Sharing
Information Leakage
Packet Monitoring
Performance Evaluation
USER DETAIL MODULE
In the user details module, the inputs from the user to register to view the videos will be fetched and stored in the
database for approving the user by the standard profiler for allowing the user to see the up loaded files. If the user has the login id
and password, he logs in directly if not registers by giving all his credentials. The profiler approves the user and the approval
message is sent to the email address that has been registered.
Initially the profiler page is created. The features of the profiler will be
 Approving the registered user.
 Uploading the video file and choosing the definition of the video file.
 Uploading the image by browsing from the system.
 The monitoring system can be switched on.
The user first registers by filling the register form of new users. The genuine details about the users like Name, User id,
Password(to be set),Email Id, chosen type of user, etc.
The data message which is a video file is created and the message is split in to packets then for each message packet
unique patterns are generated with reference to their packet size else patterns are generated according to time slot.
XN  Sender side pattern profile
YN  Receiver or approved user side
3.
4.
5.
2.1

2.2. PACKET SHARING
The data to be shared that is the video file that has to be shared will be split into packets. A packet id will be assigned for
each packet that is split. The Video uploaded should be lesser than 4000KB.The packet id is also known as the patterns.
Packet Generation
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Packet sharing includes the process of generating the packet (the data) the video file to be sent is split into number of
packets.
For each packet the pattern is generated. The pattern for the packets are generated using T_TRAT and P_TRAT.
T_TRAT is a time slot based generator. This generates by summarizing the amount of traffic arrival during a certain period of
time t. P_TRAT is a packet slot based generator. It defines the summation of amount of arrival traffic until the observation of
certain packet size.
Pattern Generation Algorithm
Initially the message is generated and split into packets. After splitting the message into packets a pattern is generated
based on packet size else the pattern is generated according to time slot
The patterns are generated at both sender and receiver terminals. Later the monitoring system compares both the patterns
which are generated. The patterns are generated using the pattern generation algorithm.
2.3. INFORMATION LEAKAGE CHECK MODULE
Information has been leaked or changed by the intruder or because of any other reasons will be checked in the
information leakage check module .In this module, packets will be checked on the traversal of source to destination of the
specified users accordingly.
The loss of packets will be checked and evaluated based on the sent data’s of packets transfer. If the data’s are lost
during packet transfer then obviously there will be an intruder changing the content in the data packets.
Pattern matching:
Packet size-based algorithm is used for checking originality of the data after transferring packets of data information.
Dp_TRAT Algorithm:
 A pattern generated both sides will be compared.
 Pattern generated on sender side is Xn
 Pattern generated on receiver side is Yn
 Xu and Yu are calculated by taking average and subtracting from each one .
 After calculating Xu , Yu compare both .
 If Xu and Yu are proportional
 Then there is no leakage is detected
 Else
 There is a loss of data
Thus the patterns generated both sides will be matched and the loss rate is evaluated by comparing the patterns of the
packets transferred.
Dp-TRAT is an dynamic programming traitor tracing algorithm in which the comparison of two generated patterns are
done.
The pattern generated on sender side is Xn and the pattern generated on receiver side is Yn, considering Xn and Yn the
values for Xu and Yu are calculated by taking average and subtracting from each one. After calculating Xu and Yu they are
compared.
If the Xu and Yu are propositional there it implies that the leakage has not occurred else there is leakage.
2.4. PACKET MONITORING MODULE
The packet Monitoring Module will be emphasized with the checking up of the data loss during the packet transfer from
the sender side to the client side data exchange (Real time example of our project is “Video streaming of Data “, i.e. (YouTube
buffering delay concepts).
The entire transactions that have been made by the system will be monitored by the monitor. The time of transaction, the
size of the video file, the protocol used for the transfer of data and the duration of the video file is logged in the monitoring
system.
Monitoring System is the key element that is used to keep track of packets transferring. As soon as the admin/profiler
authenticates and initialises the system the traffic monitor is started. Then the Traffic monitor starts initializing and keeps record
of point of event system procedure, initial end point and duration of traffic.
2.5. PEFORMANCE EVALUATION MODULE
The overall performance of our system will be checked and evaluated in the performance evaluation module
based on the original packet data transfer from the user to the receiver of the traffic network scenario.
Thus the four modules are implemented individually according to the data flow mentioned and the product is
developed. The performance evaluation is done after analysing the videos of different lengths. The video analysis is done
with different length video and the packet with loss user details , intrusion detection methods and the web monitoring is
implemented individually
 III. RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION
The robustness of the proposed scheme to the variation in network environment is evaluated and two
experiments are performed. Here, a network environment similar to the content leakage method is considered, with 30
videos of lengths varying from 30 to 300 seconds.
For the first experiment, the delay at the NetEm varying from 0 to 200 ms every 25 ms is generated. None of the
methods is affected by delay and due to the fact that all these methods generate traffic patterns using the packet sizebased generation algorithm, which shows robustness against packet delay jitter.
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For the second experiment, with the NetEm, packet loss is generated. The generated packet loss rate varies from
0.1 to 5 percent. The accuracy in both the conventional methods and the proposed method is not affected by packet loss.
In the P-TRAT, the recall ratio decreases rapidly when the packet loss exceeds 0.3 percent. Thus, P-TRAT that uses the
cross- correlation matching technique, deals ineffectively with variation of traffic amount per slot due to packet loss.
The detection performance of DP-TRAT is slightly affected by packet loss. The proposed method is not
affected by packet loss and keeps a high detection performance.
P-TRAT and DP-TRAT two experiments show that the proposed method performs the conventional methods.
Moreover, it results in high robustness against change in network environment.
3.1. VIDEO ANALYSIS
The decision threshold from the original video, we create portions of videos of varying lengths and we generate
their corresponding traffic patterns. These patterns are then compared to the original traffic pattern to perform a sampling
of the length of videos and their corresponding degree of similarity. With the distribution of the sampling result.The
robustness of the proposed scheme to the variation in network environment is evaluated and two experiments are
performed. A network environment similar to the previous is considered, with 30 videos of lengths varying from 30 to
300 seconds.

Performance On Delay Of Packets:
The delay at the NetEm varying from 0 to 200 ms every 25 ms is generated. None of the methods is affected by
delay. This is due to the fact that all of these methods generate traffic patterns using the packet size-based generation
algorithm, which shows robsustness against packet delay jitter.

Performance On Packet Loss.
NetEm, packet loss is generated. The generated packet loss rate varies from 0.1 to 5 percent. The accuracy in
both the conventional methods and the proposed method is not affected by packet loss. P-TRAT, the recall ratio
decreases rapidly when the packet loss exceeds 0.3 percent.



IV. CONCLUSION
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The content leakage detection system based on the fact that each streaming content has a unique traffic pattern
is an innovative solution to prevent illegal redistribution of contents by a regular malicious user. Though three typical
conventional methods , T-TRAT, P-TRAT and DP-TRAT shows robustness to delay, jitter or packet loss .The detection
performance decreases with considerable variation of video lengths. Monitor system attempts to solve these issues by
introducing a dynamic leakage detection scheme. The performance of the proposed method under a real network
environment with videos of different lengths is investigated. The proposed method allows flexible and accurate
streaming content leakage detection independent of the length of the streaming content, which enhances secured and
trusted content delivery.
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